INTRODUCTION
The motivation for our work originates from the following problem:
Given a C2 domain G in 1, a nontrivial n -1 dimensional boundary B in G and a continuous function H : G -~ (~, does there exist an n dimensional hypersurface in G with boundary B and prescribed mean curvature H? In the context of 2 dimensional parametric surfaces in 1R3 this problem -know as Plateau's problem for surfaces of prescribed mean curvature -was studied by various authors (see [Stl] ] for a list of references). To treat the higher dimensional situation we work in the setting of geometric measure theory, i. e., B ~ 0 is a closed rectifiable n -I current with spt (B) c PT (x) E Hom (Rn+1, Rn+1) stands for the orthogonal projection on the subspace associated with the simple n vector and Dg . PT = trace (Dg PT) is the usual inner product in Hom + 1, ~n + 1 ).
Our convention is that the mean curvature of an oriented hypersurface is the sum of its principal curvatures not the arithmetic mean.
Oriented frontiers (boundaries of sets of finite perimeter) with prescribed mean curvature were treated by Massari [Ma] . However, in this context one cannot solve boundary value problems for hypersurfaces with prescribed mean curvature everywhere in The first successful treatment of the above mean curvature problem in the setting of geometric measure theory and is due to Duzaar and Fuchs [DF1] . They proved that the problem can be solved for H and B in the open ball B (R) of radius R if
In [DF2] , [DF3] and [DF4] by [Fe] , 4 . 5 . 9, (13) we conclude
To treat the general case we observe that if f is of bounded variation, so aref+ = max ( f, 0) and f -: = f + -f. Using (see [Fe] , 4 . 5 . 9, (13) again) we find
We use this to prove the assertions of (1). From the constancy theorem [Fe] , 4 .1. 7 it follows that every integral n + 1 current Q E ~" + 1 
M(T)=M(T-R)+M(R).
Proof. -Assuming the statement false we find R # 0 with aR = 0 and (2.10). Then, the isoperimetric inequality (2 . 3) applied to R and (2 . 10) the relatively closed set Sing (T) in spt (T)Bspt (B) is empty for n __ 6, locally finite for n = 7 and of Hausdorff dimension at most n -7 for n >_ 8.
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